4 Tips to Stay Connected – Especially During Times Like These
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1. Look for an easy-to-use phone

Age brings wisdom and perspective, but it can also bring some physical challenges that make it more difficult to use a mobile phone. Look for a large, bright screen so you can see messages clearly, big buttons to make dialing or texting easier, and a loud, powerful speaker so you can hear every word. Even features that let you use your voice to make calls and send texts without having to touch the phone at all make staying connected even easier.

And because many of these features are found in the latest flip phones, many people are returning from a smartphone back to a simpler flip phone. A flip phone is easier to use and can be more cost-effective because you’re not paying for the data and extra services you don’t use. Is it time for you to switch back to a flip phone? It could be the smart move.

2. Look for affordable rate plans

When evaluating cell phone plans, comparing options head-to-head can be tough. The best cell phone plans are balanced. They’re affordable, but still, they offer a lot of features, like talk, text and data. It’s a bit like finding a product that offers everything you need and want. It’s a bit like finding a plan that offers everything you need and want.

3. Look for helpful features

Nothing like sharing photos of the grandchildren with an easy-to-use built-in camera. Or other helpful features like a flashlight and an in-language text-to-speech feature, like reading a memo in a different language. And of course, a phone that makes calling as simple as dropping the phone into a convenient cradle.

4. Look for health & safety extras

All phones can make calls to help you stay connected. You may be worried that some phones can’t make emergency calls. A new feature to help: the Lively Flip. This all-new flip phone features big buttons, a large screen, and a simple list-based menu, and an emergency response button on the keypad for help in an emergency. With easy navigation, a powerful speaker, an onboard camera, and the ability to use your voice to call and text with Amazon Alexa, you’ll enjoy using the Lively Flip every day.

Click here to see how the ALL-NEW Lively Flip can meet all your needs, keep you connected, and help you stay safe.